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Occurrence of pion condensation (PC) much affects the properties of dense neutron matter. In addition to a remarkable softening of the equation of state (EOS), the following two points are notable. en Neutral pion condensation (NPC) causes a solid-like state of nucleons with one-dimensional localization and specific spin-isospin ordering, namely, the Alternating Layer Spin (ALS) structure proposed by Tamiya, Tatsumi and present authors,2) which we call "ALS solid". (ii) Charged pion condensation (CPC) strongly enhances a neutrino emissivity and provides an efficient cooling mechanism,3) which we call "pion cooling".
If PC is realized in the core of some neutron stars (NS), it gives rise to rather drastic change in such aspects of NS as the structure, cooling, glitches and so forth. In this paper, we study glitch problem from the standpoint that these aspects are closely related to each other in the pion condensed NS. Our aim here is to show that a combined condensation of CPC and NPC provides us with an interesting possibility to understand the remarkable difference observed in glitch phenomena between the Vela and the Crab pulsars.
Combined PC and its effects on NS At the density region where CPC and NPC overlap, it is interesting to consider the coexistent phase of them (abbreviated to CNPC). One of such combined condensates has been shown possible in a simple model by Tamiya and one of the present authors (R.T.)4) and recently confirmed in more realistic treatment by Muto and Tatsumi;5) CPC takes place on the ALS structure caused by NPC, with making their condensed momenta orthogonal to each other. This CNPC is energetically most favorable since energy gains from CPC and NPC are additive without serious interference. In the CNPC both of properties en and (ii) can be combined. Thus, the NS with CNPC provide the ALS solid core as well as the pion cooling, which are important to our later discussion.
In a model calculation for NS with PC, we use the EOS where energy gain from for M z 1.38 (1.18) Me with the EOS-I (EOS-II). Namely, for the EOS-I (EOS-II), the NS with M < 1.38 (1.18 )M e contains "solid" core due to NPC.
Outline of starquake theory and shortcomings of previouscorequake model
Pulsar glitches are characterized by the sudden speed-up of rotation of NS followed by its slow down with the long relaxation time r( ~ a week for Crab and ~ a year for Vela). Such behavior of angular frequency Q versus time t is well fitted by the glitch function; Q=~+LI~(Q exp( -t/r)+(l-Q», w,here ~ stands for continuous part without glitch and Q reflects the structure of NS. ! The giant glitches under consideration were observed five times for Vela (LI~/Q ~ 10-6 ) and two times for Crab (LI~/Q ~ 10-8 ). In the two-component starquake theory proposed by Baym, Pethick, Pines and Ruderman,8) which gives straightforwardly an explanation of the glitch function, NS consists of two components; the crust + charged particles + normal neutrons (crustal component) and superfiuid neutrons (superfiuid component). The former responds quite rapidly to the speed-up through th'e'magnetic field, whereas the latter undergoes very slow response which is responsible for the long r observed. The existence of superfiuids in NS core (core superfiuids) and such a macroscopic time scale of r have been grounded theoretically on the coexistence of 3 P2-neutron superfiuid and ISo-proton one at p~(0.7-2.8)Po.9) The starquake theory attributes the origin of glitch to the sudden release of elastic energy in the crust (crustquake) or the solid core (corequake).
Historically, the crustquake model was quite successful for Crab but not for Vela. This is caused mainly by the fact that the glitch magnitude LI~/Q is larger by about two orders of magnitude in Vela than in Crab. To overcome the defect, Pines, Shah am and Ruderman lOl proposed a corequake model, assuming a ba,ryonic solid core in Vela. This model worked well because the big elastic energy of baryonic solid, much larger than that of the Coulomb solid in the crust, is consistent with the big LlI20/Q. Later, however, the following shortcomings showed up: (A) Nonexistence of solid core; the solidification of neutron matter as in the usual sense has been shown unlikely in theoretical studies.1l) (B) Heating up the NS; the strain energy released heats up NS every time of glitch and its accumulation contradicts the observed surface temperature Te ~ 10 6 K, since Vela has experienced many glitches during the age ~ 10 4 years with the glitch interval tg ~ (2-4) years.
A new version. of corequake model for Vela glitches in the presence of combined pion condensates
Here we remark the possibility to overcome (A) and (B). The basic point of our model is to assume that the Pc of Vela exceeds pt(CNPC) and hence Vela contains CNPC core. Then first (A) is solved by the existence of the ALS-solid: As a model of its macroscopic configuration, we take the spin-quantization axis in radial direction of NS, that is, we suppose spherical-shells of many ALS layers which assure the elasticity in this direction. Secondly (B) is solved by the rapid pion cooling; the heated NS by a glitch is cooled down before the next glitch, avoiding the accumulation of the heating up.
In the following we show a new version of the corequake model based on PC in some details. We consider two typical examples; the NS with M=1.6Me for EOS-I (CASE-I) and the one with M=I.4Me for EOS-II (CASE-2). Both of them include considerably large solid core; the radius of solid core Rs is about a half of the NS radius R. Several parameters are listed in Table 1 . Preliminary results for CASE-I have been reported in Ref. 1) and here we give more refined results.
1) Strain energy released by a single corequake:
The energy per particle for the ALS solid is a function of d (layer distance) and is well approximated by a(d -do)2+const. Then,by introducing c(co) the oblateness (reference oblateness) as in the original corequake model, the strain energy Es stored is estimated as Es~Nslido2(c-co)2=Bs(c-co)2, where bar denotes the average over the density profile in the CNPC phase and N(Ns) the total nucleon number (the one contained in the solid core). The shear modulus f-ls for the ALS solid is obtained as Table 1 . This.us is larger by ~I05 as compared to that in the crust and keeps the one demanded in the original corequake model. The core oblateness decreases discontinuously at every glitch from the initial value for CASE-1 (CASE-2), depending on the strain angle 8m, critical value of Ic-col at glitch. Assuming a reasonable value/ 2 ) 8m=5x10-\ we have L1Es~3(4)X1044erg, a consistent value with those in the original corequake model.
2) Stability of the ALS structure in macroscopic scale:
The stability with respect to the thermal fluctuations can be discussed by referring to the smectic A-phase of liquid crystals, which has a very similar spatial str~cture to the ALS solid. The square of fluctuation length <u 2 ) around the lattice point is estimated as (2) where T is the internal temperature of NS, LJ. denotes the macroscopic size of the ALS core and K1 is a measure for the restoration against bending of layers: As a rough estimation, if we take Ps~102 MeV 'fm-3 , d ~1 fm, LJ. 
3) Heating up NS by L1Es and subsequent cooling by CPC:
We estimate the increase of T from T; to Tf by the equation (3) where the average specific heat C is reasonably taken as C~ CO T by the lowtemperature approximation. With using the values in Table I , the temperature rise L1T= Tf -T; is obtained as ~0.04 (0.06) x 10 8 K for T;=10 8 K for CASE-1 (CASE-2). If we take larger 8m=(5 x 10-3 -5 X 10-2 ), we have L1T ~(0.4-2)«0.5~3)) x 10 8 K. For the CNPC phase we are concerned with, this heating up is efficiently cooled down by the pion cooling. The luminosity for pion cooling Lx is obtained for both cases as Lx ~ r;TB X 10 57 MeV S-1 with T in MeV. Here, r; is in the range 1-0.1 depending on the calculational method: r; ~ 1 for Maxwell et al.,3) ~0.1 for Muto and Tatsumi. 14 ) Then the recovering time L1t for Tr-> T; is obtained by the cooling equation (4) corresponding to 8m=(5X10-4 -5x10-2 ) for CASE-1 (CASE-2). This means that even for r;=0.1, the heating up of NS is cooled down within ~ 1 year « tg~ (2) (3) (4) Fig. 2 where In includes the superftuids in the crust region in addition to the core superftuids. The above In/I values lead to that M( Crab) ~ 1.3(1.1)M e and M(V ela) ~ 1.6(1.4)M e for EOS-I(EOS-II) (M(Crab)~0.5Me is possible for both cases but is too small from the viewpoint of NS formation theory). Therefore the observation suggests that Crab does not have solid core but Vela does, which is nicely consistent with our assumption in model setting.
Concluding remarks
We have shown that the shortcomings inherent to the original corequake model are removed by the combined PC, namely, by NPC providing ALS solid and by CPC leading to rapid cooling. Thus the giant glitches for Vela can naturally be explained by the new version of corequake model, while those for Crab by the crustquake model, assuming that the Vela NS contains the solid core due to CNPC but the Crab NS does not. This assumption is supported by the mass difference between two stars deduced from the observed Q values; roughly speaking M(Vela)~(1.4-1.6)Me and M(Crab) ~(1.1-1.3)Me, depending on the pion-condensed NS model.
In this paper, we have treated the core superftuid as responsible for the macroscopic r. Indeed, this has been confirmed theoretically.l7) But recently a possible mechanism l8 ) for its rapid response to the crustal component has been pointed out to support the glitch model based on the vortex creep theory.19) In this connection, further studies are necessary to give a sounder basis to our model. We want to stress, however, that even if the rapid response be true, our model would be compatible with the vortex creep model in the following sense: The former provides a driving force
